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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer has asked you to recommend a data center storage design that includes
Multihop
FCoE for 400 database servers running on Cisco UCS C460M2 Rack Servers with Cisco UCS VIC
1225. Which of these
server connectivity options are Cisco recommended for scalability and costeffectiveness?
A. Server > Cisco Nexus 3548 > Cisco Nexus 7018 > CISCO MDS 9500
B. Server > Cisco Nexus 4001i > Cisco Nexus 7018 > CISCO MDS 9500
C. Server > Cisco Nexus 5548UP > Cisco Nexus 7018 > CISCO MDS9500
D. Server > Cisco Nexus 2232PP > Cisco Nexus 7018 > CISCO MDS 9500
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ein Techniker hat gerade eine Grafikkarte in einem PC installiert. Die Grafikkarte funktioniert
nicht, obwohl sie auf dem Prüfstand einwandfrei funktioniert hat. Welches der folgenden
Windows-Tools sollte der Techniker verwenden, um das Problem zu beheben?
A. Task-Manager
B. Geräte-Manager
C. Systemkonfiguration
D. Computerverwaltung
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your network contains an Active Directory domain.
Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics (ATA) is deployed to the domain.

A database administrator named DBA1 suspects that her user account was compromised.
Which three events can you identify by using ATA? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution.
A. The last time DBA1 experienced a failed logon attempt
B. Spam messages received by DBA1.
C. Domain computers into which DBA1 recently signed.
D. Phishing attempts that targeted DBA1
E. Servers that DBA1 recently accessed.
Answer: A,C,E
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/advanced-threat-analytics/ata-threats Suspicious
authentication failures (Behavioral brute force) Attackers attempt to use brute force on
credentials to compromise accounts.
ATA raises an alert when abnormal failed authentication behavior is detected.
Abnormal behavior
Lateral movement is a technique often used by attackers, to move between devices and areas
in the victim's network to gain access to privileged credentials or sensitive information of
interest to the attacker. ATA is able to detect lateral movement by analyzing the behavior of
users, devices and their relationship inside the corporate network, and detect on any abnormal
access patterns which may indicate a lateral movement performed by an attacker.
https://gallery.technet.microsoft.com/ATA-Playbook-ef0a8e38/view/Reviews ATA Suspicious
Activity Playbook Page 35 Action: Attempt to authenticate to DC1
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